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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, we observe a significant expansion of data analytics driven by such factors as very low
cost of data acquisition, storage and processing. To make business decisions, users have to carry out
complex analysis which is fed by data. Data is fuel and prerequisite for any kind of analysis starting
from simple charts and ending with complex data mining processes. However, data analysis is getting
more and more difficult with the explosion of data volume and the variety of data sources which differ
in their underlying data models, representation formats and conventions.
In order to represent and analyze data from different data sources a unified model is needed.
One such model, called the concept-oriented model (COM), is described in this article. COM (2009a)
is a general purpose unified data model aimed at describing many existing views and patterns of
thoughts currently used in data modeling. As a unified model, its main goal is to significantly decrease
differences and incongruities between various approaches to data modeling such as transactional,
analytical (Savinov, 2011b), multidimensional (Savinov, 2005a), object-oriented (Savinov, 2011a),
conceptual and semantic (Savinov, 2012c). The motivation behind COM and its practical benefits are
similar to those for the Business Intelligence Semantic Model (BISM) (Russo, Ferrari, & Webb, 2012)
introduced in Microsoft SQL Server 2012. Like BISM, COM also aims at creating a unified model for
all user experiences by significantly simplifying typical analysis tasks and facilitating self-service
analytics.
The creation of this model was motivated by the following problems which are difficult to
solve within traditional approaches:
Domain-specific identities. Identification in most existing models is based on two approaches:
primitive references like oids or surrogates, and identifying properties like primary keys.
These approaches do not provide a mechanism for defining strong domain-specific
identities with arbitrary structure, and the focus in existing models is made on describing
entities. The goal of COM is to make identities and entities equal elements of the model
both having some structure.
Hierarchical address spaces. Most models focus on describing properties of elements without
providing containment relation as a basic construct. A typical solution consists in
modeling spaces and containment like any other domain-specific relationship. The goal of
COM is to model containment as a core notion of the model by assuming that elements
cannot exist outside of any space, domain or context.
Multidimensionality. There exist numerous approaches to multidimensional modeling which are
intended for analytical processing. The problem is that analytical and transactional models
rely on different assumptions and techniques. The goal of COM in this context is to
rethink dimensions as a first-class construct of the data model which plays a primary role
for describing both transactional and analytical aspects.
Semantics. Existing models represent data semantics separately from data itself. Normally
semantics is supported at the level of conceptual model or using some semantic model.
Logical data models have rather limited possibilities for representing semantic
relationships and it is a strong limiting factor for the effective use of data. The goal of
COM here is to make semantics integral part of the logical data model so that the database
can be directly used for reasoning about data.
To solve these problems, COM introduces three main structural principles which distinguish it
from other data models and naturally account for various typical data modeling issues:
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Duality principle answers the question how elements exist by assuming that any data element is
composed of two parts: one identity and one entity (also called reference and object,
respectively). Thus an element is defined as an identity-entity couple.
Inclusion principle answers the question where elements exist by postulating that any element is
included in some domain (also called scope or context). Thus all elements exist in a
hierarchy.
Order principle answers the question what an element is, that is, how it is defined and what is its
meaning by assuming that all elements are partially ordered. Thus any element has a
number of greater and lesser elements which define its semantics.
Syntactically, COM is described by the concept-oriented query language (COQL) (Savinov,
2011b). This language reflects the principles of COM by introducing a novel data modeling construct,
called concept (hence the name of the approach), and two relations among concepts, inclusion and
partial order. Concepts generalize conventional classes and are used for describing domain-specific
identities. Inclusion relation generalized inheritance and is used for describing hierarchical address
spaces. Partial order relation among concepts is intended to represent data semantics and is used for
complex analytical tasks and reasoning about data.
Formally, COM relies on the notion of nested partially ordered sets (nested posets). Nested
poset is a novel formal construct that can be viewed either as a nested set with partial order relation
established on its elements or as a conventional poset where elements can themselves be posets. An
element of a nested poset is defined as a couple consisting of one identity tuple and one entity tuple.

BACKGROUND
As a unified model, COM is able to describe many wide-spread mechanisms and data modeling
patterns existing in other model.
The support for hierarchies in COM makes it very similar to the classical hierarchical data
model (HDM) (Tsichritzis & Lochovsky, 1976) and therefore COM can be viewed as a reincarnation
of the hierarchical model using new principles. In both models data exist within a hierarchy where any
element has a unique position. The main difference of COM is that it proposes to use domain-specific
identities as hierarchical addresses. Another difference is that inclusion relation is simultaneously used
to model inheritance as it is done in object data models.
Hierarchies in COM make it similar to object data models (Dittrich, 1986; Bancilhon, 1996).
The difference is that inclusion relation in COM generalizes inheritance and is used to model both
containment and inheritance (reuse). The assumption that inheritance is a particular case of
containment is one of the major contributions of the concept-oriented approach. From this point of
view, containment in the hierarchical model and inheritance in object models are particular cases of
inclusion relation in COM. The treatment of inclusion in COM is very similar to how inheritance is
implemented in prototype-based programming (Lieberman, 1986; Stein, 1987; Chambers, Ungar,
Chang, & Hölzle, 1991) because in both approaches parent elements are shared parts of children.
The structure of dimensions in COM can be used for navigational purposes without using
joins. This makes it similar to the functional data model (FDM) (Sibley & Kerschberg, 1977;
Shipman, 1981; Gray, King, & Kerschberg, 1999; Gray, Kerschberg, King, & Poulovassilis, 2004) if
COM dimensions are represented as functions. The difference is that COM uses only single-valued
dimensions while multi-valued functions are modeled by means of reversed dimensions and deprojection operator.
COM is similar to the relational model (Codd, 1970) because both of them are tuple-based and
set-based models. The main difference of COM is that it introduces two types of tuples: identity tuples
and entity tuples. COM makes a clear statement that identities should be at least as important as
entities and introduces special means for modeling them using concepts. COM identities can be
thought of as surrogates with arbitrary domain-specific structure. Another difference is that instead of
using conventional sets, COM considered nested partially ordered sets.
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The idea of using partial order for data management was also developed by Raymond (1996)
where “a partial order database is simply a partial order”. However, this approach assumes that partial
order underlies type hierarchies while COM proposes to use a separate inclusion relation for modeling
types. It also focuses on manipulating different partial orders and relies more on formal logic while
COM focuses on manipulating elements within one nested poset with strong focus on dimensional
modeling, constraint propagation and inference.
The use of partial order in COM makes it similar to multidimensional models (Pedersen &
Jensen, 2001; Li & Wang, 1996; Agrawal, Gupta, & Sarawagi, 1997; Gyssens & Lakshmanan, 1997)
widely used in OLAP and data warehousing. The main difference is that COM does not use special
roles of dimensions, cubes and facts at the level of the model by assuming that these terms describes
specific analysis scenarios rather than data itself.
There has been a large body of research on semantic data models (Hull & King, 1987;
Peckham & Maryanski, 1988) but most of them propose a conceptual model which needs to be
mapped to some logical model. COM proposes a new approach to representing and manipulating data
semantics where different abstractions of conventional semantic models such as aggregation,
generalization and classification are expressed in terms of a partially ordered set.

PRINCIPLES AND STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL
Duality principle
Like in most other models, the smallest data unit in COM is a primitive value also called atomic,
system or platform-specific value. More complex elements are produced by means of tuples which are
treated in their common mathematical sense as a combination of primitive values or other tuples.
Tuple members are distinguished by their position which is referred to as a dimension (also called
attribute, column, property, slot, variable or characteristic in other models). A tuple consisting of n
members is called n-tuple where n is called arity. If 𝑒 = 𝑥: 𝑎, 𝑦: 𝑏, 𝑧: 𝑐, …  is a tuple then x, y and z
are dimensions while a, b and c are members of this tuple which are other tuples or primitive values.
A unique feature of COM which distinguishes it from all other data models is that it
introduces two kinds of tuples: identity tuples and entity tuples. Identity tuples are values which can be
passed and stored only by-copy. Like any value, identity tuples cannot be represented indirectly via
any other value such as address or reference. In contrast, the only way to represent and access an entity
tuple is via some other value, that is, entity tuples can only be passed and stored by-reference. Identity
tuples are supposed to represent transient data while entity tuples represent persistent data which can
be shared among many other data elements.
What is even more important is that identity and entity tuples are not modeled and
manipulated separately. Instead, according to the duality principle, a data element in COM is defined
as a couple of one identity tuple and one entity tuple. Within such a couple, identity tuple is used as an
address, location or reference for the corresponding entity tuple. In other words, COM assumes that
any element must have some data that can be shared (entity) and also must have some data that is used
to indirectly access this shared data (identity). If one of these parts is empty then we get two particular
cases which can be described in existing data models.
Identity-entity couples are modeled via a novel data modeling construct, called concept, which
is defined as a couple of two classes: one identity class and one entity class. Concept instances are
identity-entity couples where identity is supposed to represent the corresponding entity. For example,
a book could be described as the following concept:
CONCEPT Books
IDENTITY
CHAR(10) isbn
ENTITY
CHAR(256) title
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Instances of this concept are represented by custom identities containing an ISBN number rather than
using some primitive references like surrogates.
The main purpose of the duality principle is to explain how elements exist by assuming that
identities manifest the fact of the entity existence. This means that any entity must have some identity
defined directly or indirectly (via inheritance) and an entity without identity is supposed to be nonexisting. An advantage of the duality principle is that it is possible to freely vary between by-value and
by-reference representations. It is not possible in other models where an element is either an object
(entity) represented by a primitive reference or it is a value (identity). As a consequence, COM unites
two branches of data modeling: domain modeling and relation modeling. Instead of modeling
separately domains (sets of values) and relations (sets of tuples), COM considers only one type of
domains where elements are identity-entity couples. The duality principle is informally analogous to
complex numbers in mathematics which are also composed of two constituents manipulated as one
whole. The duality principles can also be thought of as computer memory where both memory cells
and their addresses may have arbitrary domain-specific structure.

Inclusion principle
COM assumes that elements cannot exist in vacuo outside of any space or scope and the main purpose
of inclusion relation is to answer the question where elements exist. Any address or reference is
always relative and is specified with respect to some other (parent) address which provides a reference
point for all internal relative addresses. Inclusion principle postulates that any element exists within
some other element with respect to which it is identified. Thus all elements exist in a hierarchy where
child elements are identified with respect to their parent element. Child elements in this inclusion
hierarchy are also referred to as sub-elements and parent elements are referred to as super-elements.
Inclusion relation in COM is implemented via tuple extension where one tuple member is
assigned a special meaning and is referred to as base or super-dimension. All other constituents of the
tuple taken as one value are referred to as extension. The super-dimension has a special name ‘super’
and/or is separated from other members by the bar symbol: 𝑒 = 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟: 𝑠|𝑥: 𝑎, 𝑦: 𝑏, … . Here s is a
super-element while a and b are members of the extension. It can be also written simpler as 𝑒 = 𝑠|𝑎
where s is a base and a is an extension tuple (so a is said to extend s).
If identity tuple is empty then we get the classical object-oriented extension operator applied
to objects. If entity tuple is empty then it works as value extension. An important difference from the
classical extension is that one element may have many different sub-elements. With the help of
extension any element can be represented as a sequence of identities starting from the root element and
ending with the identity of the last extension. Such a sequence of identities is referred to as complex
identity. It is analogous to postal addresses with the main difference that any identity has an associated
entity.
At the level of concepts, COM introduces a new relation, called inclusion, so that any concept
declares a parent concept it is included in. The parent concept is referred to as a super-concept while a
child concept is referred to as a sub-concept. For example, if bank accounts are identified with respect
to their bank (account without a bank is meaningless) then concept Account has to be included in
concept Bank:
CONCEPT Account IN Bank
IDENTITY
CHAR(10) accNo
ENTITY
DOUBLE balance
Extension can be also semantically interpreted in terms of containment relation by assuming
that extended element is included in its base element: if 𝑒 = 𝑎|𝑏 then 𝑒 ⊂1 𝑎 where ⊂1 denotes
immediate inclusion relation among elements. All elements are represented as a nested set (𝑅, ⊂)
where R is a set of elements and  is inclusion relation. An important consequence of this approach
is that to be a member in a set means to extend this set. Semantically, to be a member of a set means to
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be more specific than this set and to inherit from the set. In other words, IS-A relation in COM is a
particular case of IS-IN relation.

Order principle and semantic interpretations
The representation of elements by means of tuples is used to introduce the third structure into the
model in the form of the strict partial order relation ‘<’ between elements. If 𝑎 < 𝑏 then a is said to
be a lesser element and b is referred to as a greater element. All elements of the model are represented
as a partially ordered set (poset) (𝑅, <). According to the order principle, a tuple is less than any of
its members: if 𝑒 =  … , 𝑎, …  is a tuple then 𝑒 <1 𝑎 where <1 means ‘immediately less than’
relation (‘less than’ of rank 1). This rule holds for both identity and entity tuples. Essentially, this
principle means that tuple members are immediately greater than the tuple they are in. The greatest
elements of the poset are primitive values which are then used to compose all other elements down to
the least elements which are not used in any other element of the model. Note that according to the
duality principle, only identities are included in other tuples by-value which means that entity parts of
tuples can be included and shared among many other elements. Since identities are used as references,
this principle also means that a referencing element is always less than the referenced elements
(references represent greater elements). As a consequence, the reference structure is used to represent
partial order relation among elements.
Concepts are also partially ordered by assuming that dimension (field) types specify greater
concepts. For example, if a book has a publisher then this means that the Publisher concept is
greater than the Book concept:
CONCEPT Publisher ... // Greater
CONCEPT Book // Lesser concept
ENTITY
// Type is a greater concept
Publisher publisher

Nested partially ordered sets
Elements in COM are structured by means of two relations simultaneously: inclusion ‘⊂’ and partial
order ‘<’. A connection between these two relations is provided via type constraint: 𝑒 ⊂ 𝑏 ⇒ 𝑒. 𝑥 ⊆
𝑏. 𝑥. This constraint means that if element e is included in element b then any greater element of e
referenced by dimension x is included in the greater element of b referenced by this same dimension x.
In terms of tuple extension, this means that extended dimensions cannot store arbitrary values but
rather can only extend the value returned by the super-dimension. If 𝑒 = 𝑎|𝑏 then 𝑏. 𝑥 must be an
extension of 𝑎. 𝑥.
Structure consisting of these two binary relations is referred to as a nested partially ordered
set. More specifically, a nested partially ordered set (𝑅, ⊂, <) is a set R with strict inclusion ‘⊂’ and
strict partial order ‘<’ relations on its elements which are connected by type constraint. This structure
can be produced from a partially ordered set if we assume that an element can itself be a partially
ordered set. In this case it can be visualized as a nested Euler diagram (Fig. 1, left). Alternatively, it
can be produced from a nested set if we assume that its elements are partially ordered and then it can
be visualized as a tree the elements of which are partially ordered (Fig. 1, right). For example, element
a consists of elements c and d which are its extensions. Simultaneously, element a has one lesser
element b.
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Figure 1. Nested partially ordered set.
A concept-oriented database is formally defined as a nested partially ordered set (𝑅, ⊂, <)
where elements are identity-entity couples and strict inclusion and strict partial order relations are
induced by extension and references, respectively.

Operations
As a set-theoretic model, COM supports the well known Cartesian product operation which is applied
to a number of source sets 𝐸1 , 𝐸2 , … , 𝐸𝑛 and returns a set consisting of all combinations of the source
elements:
𝐸1 × … × 𝐸𝑛 = {𝑒 = 〈𝑒1 , … , 𝑒𝑛 〉|𝑒𝑖 ∈ 𝐸𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛}
In COM, this classical operation has the following properties. First, elements of the product are
identity-entity couples and their identities are defined as combinations of the source identities. A
consequence of such a definition is that arity of the product is equal to the number of the source sets n.
In the relational model, arity of the product is equal to the sum of the arities of the source sets because
all the source attributes are included in the result tuple. The second difference a consequence of the
order principle: elements of the product are less than the source elements they are composed of. Thus
new sets in COM are always connected with the existing sets they were built from.
COM also provides operations for set-based navigation which rely on the dimension structure
for retrieving existing elements given constraints on other elements. Two operations of projection and
de-projection allow for moving up along dimensions and down against dimensions, respectively.
Projection, denoted by right arrow, returns all elements of a greater set D referenced from the lesser
set E along dimension d:
𝐸 → 𝑑 → 𝐷 = {𝑎 ∈ 𝐷|∃𝑒 ∈ 𝐸: 𝑒 <𝑑 𝑎}
Note also that an element can be included in projection only one time even if it has many lesser
elements.
De-projection is defined as an operation that returns elements of a lesser set F which reference
the elements of the given greater set E along dimension f:
𝐸 ← 𝑓 ← 𝐹 = {𝑏 ∈ 𝐹|∃𝑒 ∈ 𝐸: 𝑏 <𝑓 𝑒}
De-projection can be also defined as a set of elements which are projected to this set along the
specified dimension.
If a dimension is not specified then it can be found automatically. This mechanism is used for
constraint propagation and inference (Savinov, 2006a, 2012b). Projection and de-projection operations
can also be used to access data along inclusion hierarchy. In this case, ‘super’ is used as a dimension
name. Projection and de-projection can be combined so that data is accessed using a zig-zag path
leading from the source set to the destination set. This approach is a basis for set-based navigation
mechanism (Savinov, 2005b).
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FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Concepts and inclusion are used also in a novel approach to programming, called concept-oriented
programming (COP) (Savinov, 2012a, 2009b, 2008). Therefore in future COM will be more tightly
integrated with this novel programming paradigm with the goal of unification and decreasing
differences between data modeling and programming. In particular, it is important to unify language
constructs used in COP and COQL.
Another future goal consists in further developing the formal basis of COM. In particular, it is
interesting to describe this model only in terms of sets and functions which will make it closer to the
functional paradigm. From the point of view of database systems, it is important to demonstrate
benefits of COM in modeling column-stores and in-memory databases with the main applications in
data analysis.

CONCLUSION
In this article we have described a novel unified data model with the following main distinguishing
features:
Identity-entity couples and concepts instead of classes. COM assumes that data elements are
identity-entity couples where identities are used to represent entities. This creates a nice
ying-yang style of symmetry between two sides of one model. To model these couples,
COM proposes to use a novel construct, concept, which generalizes classes. Data
modeling is then broken into two orthogonal branches: identity modeling and entity
modeling.
Inclusion instead of inheritance. Inclusion relation introduced in COM permits objects to exist in
a hierarchy where they are identified by hierarchical addresses. Data modeling is then
reduced to describing such a hierarchical address space. Importantly, inheritance is
considered a particular case of inclusion so that inclusion is used to model two classical
relations simultaneously: IS-A and IS-IN.
Partial order instead of graph. COM proposes to partially order all data elements by assuming
that references represent greater elements and concept dimension types represent greater
concepts. Data modeling is then reduced to ordering elements so that other properties and
mechanisms are derived from this relation.
The main advantage of any unified data modeling approach is the ability to describe many
existing data models using a small number of data modeling constructs. In other words, the more data
modeling patterns can be represented (generality) and the fewer major notions are used (simplicity),
the better the unified model is. In this sense, COM has clear benefits because it can be applied to a
wide range of tasks but at the same time it is still a quite simple approach which uses only a few basic
notions to derive many important data modeling and analysis techniques. In particular, this model can
be used to solve the following general problems:


Uniting analytical and transactional modeling. Currently these are two branches in data
modeling. As a consequence, one and the same data is modeled and managed two times: in a
transactional database and in a data warehouse. COM allows us to eliminate this transactionalanalytical impedance mismatch by simplifying system design.



Uniting conceptual and logical modeling. Currently conceptual modeling and logical modeling
are two separate layers in data modeling. This leads to the necessity to have some kind of
translation or mapping procedure which result in additional complexity.



Uniting graph-based, deductive and object-based models. These models emphasize certain
aspects which are important for data modeling and data management. Unfortunately they are
not unified and therefore have to be described using different approaches and constructs.
COM generalizes and unites these approaches by simplifying many data management tasks.

As a general purpose unified model, COM can be applied to quite different problems like
database architectures, query languages, schema matching, information retrieval and many others.
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Taking into account its simplicity and generality, COM seems rather perspective direction for further
research and development in the area of data modeling and analytics.
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KEY TERMS & DEFINITIONS
Concept is a data modeling and programming construct which is defined as a couple of one
identity class and one entity class. Concept instances are identity-entity couples. Concepts generalize
conventional classes and are used instead of them for declaring types of elements. A concept with the
empty identity class is equivalent to a conventional class. A concept with the empty entity class
describes values.
Concept-Oriented Model (COM) is a unified approach to data modeling which generalizes
several major views on data: relational, multidimensional, object-oriented, conceptual and semantic. It
is based on three structural principles: duality, inclusion and partial order.
Duality Principle postulates that any element is an identity-entity couple where identity is a
value which uniquely represents the associated entity. This principle is a unique distinguishing feature
of the concept-oriented model (COM) because most other models manipulate tuples while COM
manipulates couples of tuples. In particular, this principle unifies relation modeling and domain
modeling.
Entity Tuple is one of two constituents of an element in the concept-oriented model. It is a
tuple which is represented and passed by-reference where the reference is an associated identity tuple
which is not part of this entity. Any entity must have a non-empty identity which however can be
inherited from the parent element in the inclusion hierarchy. The structure of entities is described by
the entity class of concepts.
Identity Tuple is one of two constituents of an element in the concept-oriented model. It is a
tuple which is passed by-copy and uniquely represents an entity. An identity without an associated
entity (the associated entity is empty) is a value. The structure of identities is described by the identity
class of concepts.
Inclusion Principle postulates that all elements exist in an inclusion hierarchy where child
elements extend their parent. A consequence of this principle is that any element in the hierarchy is
uniquely represented by a sequence of identities starting from the root and ending with this element
identity. This sequence is called complex identity and is analogous to conventional postal addresses.
Inclusion relation among concepts generalizes classical inheritance. Inclusion also unites inheritance,
general-specific (IS-A) and containment (IS-IN) relations.
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Nested Partially Ordered Set is a formal basis of the concept-oriented model. It is defined as
a set with strict inclusion and strict partial order relations on its elements which are connected by type
constraint. It can be viewed as a nested set where elements are partially ordered or as a partially
ordered set where elements are also partially ordered sets.
Order Principle assumes that all elements are partially ordered where lesser elements
reference their greater elements. Concepts are also partially ordered assuming that lesser concepts
specify their greater concepts as field types. This principle plays an important role in COM because it
provides several conceptual interpretations: multidimensional, entity-relationship, containment, object
role.

